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The Big Morgan Trolley is composed of long plastic base, 2 Rilsan coated vertical frames, 2 central plastic baskets, 4 

buckets of 6 liters, one of 2×60 litres bag holder, one bag holder plastic support, one Rilsan coated wringer support, 

one Regular down-press wringer, 2 buckets 15 litres, one lockable plastic cabinet.

Intercare Floorcare guarantees the quality of the product . Its application recommendations are based on the test and 

practical experience .

we accept no responsibility for damage caused through improper use of the product .

Size (cm)

Material Polypropylene

› Ideal for places where dusting, waste collection and wet mopping of floors and surfaces are required: all in one single 

trolley.

› Made of recyclable polypropylene.

› Quick assembling.

› Rilsan coated vertical frames, strong and rust-proof.

› Strong plastic base that avoids any dripping on the floor during cleaning. It is equipped with a fifth wheel in the middle 

in order to grant a better support and resistance.

› Bag holder 2×60 litres with ergonomic push-bar for the separate waste collection, equipped with bag-stretchers and 

reinforcements for a long lasting performance, it is foldable to reduce the overall dimensions of the trolley after use.

› The bag holder plastic support can be inserted vertically into the base after work to reduce the overall dimensions of 

the trolley.

› 6 litres buckets in different colors to carry different chemicals and the several cleaning tools and separate them if 

necessary.

› Handy and big plastic basket for the transport of cleaning tools.

› Useful lockable plastic cabinet to keep the content safe.

› Two 15 litres buckets allow to separate the cleaning solution from rinse water for better cleaning results and hygiene, 

highly reducing cross-contamination, saving water, cleaning solution and labor time and consequently minimum effort 

of the operator.

› Plastic down-press wringer ideal both for spring mops and speedy flat mops.

› Flip handle support with nonslip rubber roll for any kind of handle.

Uses

107 (height) x 

67 (width) x

143 (depth)
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collection and 

wet mopping of 
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surfaces
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